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RE: PSB Docket No. 7867; Motion to Intervene

To the Public Service Board:

The Town of Brighton Planning Commission hereby requests Intervenor/Party status in Docket 7867, Seneca
Mountain Wind LLC to install four temporary wind measurement towers in Brighton, Ferdinand and Newark.

In regards to our ability to raise "significant issues with regard to the substantive criteria, we submit:

Criteria: Aesthetics
The area proposed for the met towers is an extremely beautiful area with a spectacular landscape,

resoundingly endorsed as such in the Brighton Town Plan. Having 200-foot wind measurement facilities
prominently located in an area that is heavily investing in tourism is therefore inappropriate, barring some over-
arching need for the facilities, which surely has not been demonstrated. The state and federal governments have
spent a great deal of money protecting and preserving this region's character, and many local people and towns
are investing money in a future that depends and plans on tourism, with the support of the state. Tourists do not
generally travel and spend money to see industrial facilities. Indeed, industrial facilities are generally what
tourists to this wild area are trying to get away from. Tourists to this region are not coming here to see quaint
New England villages or pastured farms as much asthey are coming to see and experience one of the few
remaining wild areas still in existence. They want to camp, hike up mountains for the view, canoe, hunt, fish,
and see wildlife, including rare birds. When they look through their binoculars, they don't want to industrial
facilities.. . I

The Planning Commission would like to rebut the presumption that there is no adverse aesthetic impact from
the met towers due largely to their temporary nature. First, they are clearly visible in an otherwise unspoiled
view, despite claims to the contrary by the applicant, who has a clear conflict of interest in the judgment.
Second, the evidence indicates that they have not been temporary, and there is no good reason to believe they
will be temporary. Thefe were prior met towers permitted by the PSB for five years in 2005. Evidence of their
pri?reXistence is re~dily admitted in the appli~ation from. Senec.a ~ountain ~ind, and even used t9 .bols~er th~ir
claim of no adverse impact. On page 8 of section 30fthetr application (and Innumerous other locations in their
application) they point out "The towers will not represent a complete new or foreign visual element in the
region given that MET towers have been previously installed at this and other sites .... " One can hardly claim
that ten years of :MET towers is temporary.



Criteria: Orderly Development of the Region
The Brighton Planning Commission believes that this project and related potential subsequent projects are

not in compliance with the concept of "orderly development of the region" in that this is essentially an industrial
facility prominently placed in a region that is presently dependent on the development of tourism.
"Development" that is not orderly is development that takes place with little thought of coordination,
appropriateness, and consideration of the future. "Orderly development" can only-mean that some thought goes
into trying to make development occur within a planned framework. Also, this-facility violates the zoning
requirement of a maximum 35' height. It is hard to understand how a project that violates our zoning
regulations could be considered by us to promote the orderly development of the Town.

Criteria: The Natural Environment.
The general region in which these MET towers are proposed cannot be broken down into separate little areas
that, individually, have little impact on the natural environment. This is an entire unique eco-system, and it is
presumptuous for anyone to think, they actually know the environmental impact of these facilities. Again, the
state and federal governments have spent a great deal of effort and money to conserve and preserve the general
.area.. Just.because this area in question is-privately owned does-net-mean there is some kind-of-physical line
that can be drawn that attempts to say the on one side of the line the environment is not impacted negatively, but
on this side it is not. There are people who will say there is a negative impact and those who will claim there is
none, but any error here should be on the side of caution, and chances should not be taken for private profit.
Who really knows what natural areas are irreplaceable?

Criteria: Economic benefit
We believe that any incremental deterioration of the natural environment that supports our particular brand of
tourism is a threat to Brighton's economic well-being.

Lacking the potential for other kinds of deveiopment in this area, the region has been pursuing the one good
opportunity at its doorstep, which is tourism. In this we have had lots of support from the"state, which has spent
great sums of money protecting and preserving this last great forested area for future generations to appreciate.
The businesses that have become established in the Town are targeting outdoor enthusiasts who are attracted by
the rugged wilderness of the area, and they do not want to see industrial facilities. on the most prominent areas.
The end result is that the towers will have a negative impact on economic benefit.

We also feel that the cumulative economic impact of such inappropriate industrial development needs to be
taken into consideration. We already are burdened with the impact of a huge powerline with its negative impact
on tourism (although there must be some engineers who think that is downright beautiful). With each industrial
developmenr that occurs, we.lose the.abilityslowly-but surely-to claim-adverse-impact te an-ui1spailed-regioll"rl.--
Senedca MountainLLC has already claimed that their current application should be allowed due to previous
development.

Lastly, it is simply unfair that Seneca Mountain LLC gets to address the future possibility of wind turbines in a
beneficial context, but opponents are not allowed to bring that issue up.

Brighton's interests as outlined are not protected by any other party, or alternative means to oursatisfaction.

Respectfully submitted,
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In Re: Petition of Seneca Mountain LLC )
under 30 VSA Section 246 for a )
Certificate of PUblic Good authorizing }
the construction of four met towers in )
Brighton, Newark and Ferdinand )

PSB Docket 7867

Notice of Appearance by Brighton Planning Commission.

Dear Ms. Hudson:

On behalf of the Brighton Planning Commission please enter the appearance of Chairperson
Jeanne Gervais, P.O. Box 377, Island Pond, VT 05846, in the above captioned matter.

Respectfully submitted,

anne Gervais, Chairperson
righton Planning Commission


